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Abstract. Public safety users require radio spectrum for their commu-
nication systems. In this study, sensors are proposed as a backup spec-
trum information source in a rapidly deployed public safety long term
evolution (LTE) communication network with licensed shared access
(LSA) system. While the LSA system has been well developed, the draw-
back measures have not been thoroughly investigated from the applica-
tion point of view. Herein, a collaborative sensing method is suggested
for detecting an incumbent spectrum user and for establishing a protec-
tion zone around it. Furthermore, methods are developed for combining
information from sensors and from an LSA system in a rapidly deploy-
able public safety LTE network. The information from the sensors can
be used for verifying incumbent protection and also for finding available
spectrum in critical scenarios. The proposed methods give wider spec-
trum knowledge than just by using repository information or local sensor
information.
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1 Introduction

Public safety (PS) actors today utilize closed communication networks, such as
TETRA [11], as their primary communication systems. The advances in com-
mercial networks have made them an attractive option for the PS actors who
also want to benefit from the efficient technologies. The current standards for
the long term evolution (LTE) networks are planned considering PS users as
priority users [5–8]. This enables the commercial network providers to offer their
services also to the PS actors, such as border control, police, first responders
and military, whose effective communication capabilities are vital for the soci-
ety. Moreover, the commercial LTE equipments are relatively inexpensive and
the infrastructure is readily available.
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While commercial networks have advantages over the traditional closed PS
networks, the PS actors can not yet completely rely their communication over
the commercial networks. This is because the commercial networks might not be
built in every required location and because the full functionality of the commu-
nity infrastructure might not be available in the PS operations due to electrical
breaks or infrastructure damages. A solution to counter these uncertainties is
a local rapidly deployable LTE network [16] which can be carried with the PS
actors to the point of action. In this network the PS actors have local and full
control for guaranteed services.

These deployable networks require radio spectrum. The spectrum may be
owned by the PS users, but that is inefficient use of scarce radio spectrum since
most of the time the PS spectrum is unused. Another way is spectrum sharing.
The spectrum sharing can be enabled with a political decision. Alternatively, the
commercial network operators can have monetary incentives to offer complete
communication solutions including secondary spectrum rights for their PS cus-
tomers. Note that the shared spectrum usage should not generally disturb the
commercial networks. This is true especially when the commercial networks also
serve priority users such as public safety.

One way of obtaining and sharing spectrum with the commercial systems
interference free is licensed shared access (LSA) [3,9,10]. Another spectrum
sharing method is called spectrum access system, which is designed for centrally
sharing the 3.5 GHz band in the United States [20,21,25].

This work concentrates in LSA, where the secondary spectrum user requests
the spectrum from a central spectrum repository via internet. An overview of
spectrum sharing principles with LSA for PS from the point of spectrum own-
ership has been given in [15].

However, the spectrum sharing system for rapidly deployed public safety
networks must operate also in some problematic situations. One is prolonged
internet connection loss that denies access to the repository. Moreover, the infor-
mation in the repository might not be valid. This is for example a crisis situation
when the primary spectrum users such as commercial networks are down. For
these situations, spectrum sensing to detect vacant spectrum is needed. Note,
that the fall-back measures in LSA specifications [10] are presented only on a
high level, and do not include sensing.

Spectrum sensing has been extensively studied in wireless communications
[13,26] and the sensing methods include, for example, energy detector [2,14,17],
known signal correlation, cyclostationary, and radio identification based sensing
methods. The spectrum sensing dimensions are frequency, space, time, power,
directional information and polarization.

Sensor networks have been proposed to be used together with the LSA system
in [19] to map the radio environment to a central data base together with the LSA
repository. In that work, collaborative use of sensor networks enables efficient
spectrum sharing between multiple LSA licensees. Spectrum sensing can also be
done collaboratively. The collaborative sensing has been surveyed in [1,22,24].
Furthermore, multiple sensors can be used to mitigate the effect of shadowing
and fading by sharing their information [12,18,23].
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This work utilizes the already existing sensing and detecting methods in a
new kind of manner and do not develop another decision making algorithm or
update a central data base. Our point of view is to utilize additional available
sensors in conjunction of LSA system. The proposed methods are planned to
be used as a simple backup system for spectrum information on PS network
utilizing LSA when these types of centralized repository systems might not be
functional. For the first time we have a decision method for LSA to select the
allowed resources with contradicting spectrum information sources. More specif-
ically, when the repositories are fully functional and the commercial networks
are working, the repository information is verified with sensors. Then, when the
LSA system has problems, the sensors are utilized for obtaining the spectrum
information.

We take the spatial perspective for the sensors. More specifically, this work
utilizes distances from which a sensor can detect incumbents. A collaborative
sensing method is proposed for ensuring the available spectrum when there are
multiple sensors available. Other collaborative methods probabilistically increase
the detection probability by sensing with multiple sensors. Compared to these
methods our method obtains a higher detection probability by simply consider-
ing smaller spatial areas that are reliably detected by a single detector. Further-
more, by having multiple sensors at different locations the reliably detected area
broadens.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the network model.
Section 3 introduces a collaborative sensing method for locating the possible
incumbent and describes how to find a protection zone around it. Section 4
describes how the sensors and LSA repository can be used together to allow
spectrum utilization. Here, the spectrum use agreements between the incum-
bent and the LSA licensee, i.e. sharing arrangements, determine wether the use
is allowed or not. Section 5 describes how to control false and miss detections.
Section 6 describes the practical use of the sensors, for when the LTE base sta-
tions of public safety can disturb with the sensing. Section 7 is the conclusion.

2 System Model

This work concentrates on a deployable closed PS Long Term Evolution (LTE)
network, that acts as a secondary spectrum licensee in an LSA system. Figure 1
presents the network components and their connections. The left side of the
figure is the considered deployable network. It is used for PS communication
when the commercial network might be unavailable or drastically limited. The
LTE access points use frequency division duplex. The LSA repository offers avail-
able spectrum information for the LTE access points via an Internet Protocol
(IP) network connection. 1The radio heads provide more spectrum information

1 The commercial networks can be connected to this system for example with multi-
radio access technologies such as a high antenna gain multioperator 3G/4G/LTE
router lifted high above the ground level.
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and are controlled with a sensor manager application. The distributed LSA con-
trollers use the channel information from the repository and from the radio
heads. The controllers control the use of carrier frequency of the LTE access
points and synchronize their spectrum information. The light EPC before every
access point is a light version of evolved packet core. It offers the necessary ser-
vices for connecting the access points to the backhaul network and enables a
connection between the LTE access points. The backhaul is formed with a pri-
vate IP network, that can be either wired or wireless [4]. In our scenarios the
private IP backhaul network is considered to be highly robust and self configur-
ing. Note, that the number of access points, radio heads and routers can vary.
This type of a network can be built for example with towable lifts or crane cars,
that are equipped with the necessary equipment.
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Fig. 1. LSA system for rapidly deployed LSA licensee network with LTE access points
and radio heads for sensing. The primary spectrum users might be present, for which
the sensing is used.

In order to analyze incumbent free areas with multiple sensors, the detection
distances of a sensor in various conditions have to be defined. The distances
depend on the specific sensing method, on transmitted signal power, on antenna
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gains, on attenuation, on random noise, on shadowing and this is not in the
scope of this paper.

3 Collaborative Sensing Method

In this section, collaborative sensing is introduced for multiple sensors to sense
if the channel is free or not and to calculate a protection zone for a possible
incumbent user. The basic principle for collaboratively sensing the channel free
is shown Figs. 2 and 3.

First, circles with radius df are drawn around the sensors that do not detect
the incumbent. A distance df denotes the radius that is likely free of transmit-
ters, given that there is no detection. Second, the union of these circles is taken.
It is seen in Fig. 3 inside the solid thin red line. This area is free of the incumbent
transmitter. Finally, the area within distance dinc is removed from the boundary
of the union. A distance dinc is the maximum distance between the incumbent
transmitter and the incumbent receiver. Removing this area, mitigates the hid-
den node problem. The remaining area is free of incumbent receivers. This area
is seen in Fig. 3 inside the solid and rounded thick green line. Its complement
is the protection zone, which is the area within which the incumbent receivers
should not be subject to harmful interference caused by PS. The above method
can also be utilized when there are multiple incumbent transmitters, but no
detection. Note that multiple transmitters increase the distance from which the
incumbent can be detected. Thus, the transmitter free distance calculated for a
single incumbent df is free also in a multiple transmitter scenario.

Sensing device -
No incumbent

Sensing device -
No incumbentSensing device -

No incumbent

df

Fig. 2. Three sensors with no detection.
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Fig. 3. Three sensors do not sense the incumbent. LSA controllers calculate an incum-
bent free zone for a possible incumbent, whose receiver is within distance dinc from the
transmitter. (Color figure online)

If there is only one incumbent transmitter, multiple sensors can be used to
roughly locate it. The basic principle can be seen from Fig. 4. In this example,
two sensors have sensed the incumbent and one sensor has not. First, circles
with radius dt are drawn around the sensors that detect the incumbent and
an intersection between these circles is taken. A distance dt denotes the radius
within the detected LTE transmitter is with a close to one probability. Second,
circles with radius df are drawn around all the sensors that do not detect the
incumbent. Third, these circles are removed from the intersection. This is the
area free of the incumbent transmitter. Finally, the area within distance dinc
from the boundary is added. The resulting area might have silent incumbent
receivers. This area is seen in Fig. 4 inside the solid and rounded thick line.
This is the area within which the incumbent receivers should not be subject to
harmful interference caused by PS base stations. The transmission details have
to be further agreed in the spectrum sharing arrangements.

4 Spectrum Sharing Arrangements for Combining
Contradicting Spectrum Information

In this section, it is described how the distributed LSA controllers can use the
protection zones described above for combining and verifying the spectrum infor-
mation from different sources. The spectrum information sources are: the sensors,
the LSA repository, and the other LSA controllers that synchronize spectrum
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Fig. 4. Two sensors notice the same incumbent and LSA controllers calculate a closed
protection zone for it, which is seen here as a green thick line. A detected transmitter
is most probably closer to the sensor than dt. Moreover, a distance df is likely free of
transmitters, given that there is no detection.

use of their corresponding base stations. Moreover, a lack of commercial network
services can indicate that there are unused spectrum resources.

The distributed LSA controllers determine if the channel use is allowed or not
and share the allowed channels between each others while selecting the channel
allocations and power levels. Then, the controllers have event based listeners
for noticing changes in the spectrum information and in the availability of the
channels. This listener initiates a channel change for the base stations if needed.

If the channel is allowed or not depends on the LSA sharing arrangement
with the incumbents. The arrangements should be agreed separately for differ-
ent location types. The types of locations can for example be areas with no
known commercial networks and areas with broken commercial networks. Addi-
tionally, criticality of the missions has to be taken into account in the sharing
arrangements.

In a highly critical scenario, where the commercial network is down, it is
straightforward for the controllers only to select the least congested LSA channel
from the nearest sensor. This channel is not likely used in this particular location.
Furthermore, it has the least interference.

Tables 1 and 2 are two examples of sharing arrangements for what to do
with contradicting and congruent spectrum information. Here, the tables show
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wether the spectrum use is allowed or not by the PS base stations. Similar sharing
arrangements could also be made for borderline commercial network scenarios
with insufficient commercial networks.

Table 1. A sharing arrangement for LSA licensee transmissions in areas with no known
commercial networks.

Sensor(s) → LSA
repository ↓

LSA channel in
this area not
detected free

LSA channel in
this area
detected free

LSA channel available No Allowed

LSA channel not
available

No No

Old LSA information
with available channel

No Allowed

Table 2. A sharing arrangement for LSA licensee transmissions in areas with broken
commercial networks.

Sensor(s) → LSA
repository ↓

LSA channel in
this area not
detected free

LSA channel in
this area
detected free

LSA channel available Allowed Allowed

LSA channel not
available

No Allowed

Old LSA information
with available channel

No Allowed

Note that the details of the allowed transmissions have to be further agreed.
These include if the incumbent is allowed to transmit without informing the LSA
repository. Moreover, the sharing arrangements resolve the transmission power
and antenna height limitations, sensing methods and their detection probabilities
and false and miss detection probabilities.

5 False and Miss Detections

While sensing, some amount of false and miss detections have to be tolerated.
The values of these have to be agreed with the incumbent. The false detection
probability per sensor can be decided first by selecting the detection threshold
correspondingly. Then, in general, the maximum miss detection probability can
be made smaller by considering a smaller radius, df, around the sensor. This
radius is considered free of transmitters, given no detection. Here, the smaller
detection radius df increases the received signal and thus increases the detection
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probability. Note that with a smaller df there might be a need for multiple
sensors2 to cover the required area. Another option for covering the area are
sensors that are moving for example in the air.

6 Sensor Control in Practice

The use of multiple sensors needs an efficient tool for controlling all the informa-
tion. This section describes methods for the PS network to use available sensors
and to notice changes in the channel information.

The information from the sensors is analyzed at the distributed LSA con-
trollers. The sensor specific information is used by the controllers to estimate
the values for df and dt. The sensor specific information includes at least the
sensor antenna, height, location, gain and the environment of the sensor.

The PS network has a sensor manager application, that extracts the measure-
ments of LSA licenseed channels from the available sensors. The sensor manager
uses the unique commands for the corresponding sensors. Most spectrum sen-
sors have programmable interfaces, using for example standard commands for
programmable instruments (SCPI), C, or Python programming languages. The
manager provides the measurements and sensor specific information for the dis-
tributed LSA controllers.

The LSA controllers access the sensing information when the PS transmis-
sions do not disturb with sensing. For doing this, the channels are sensed before
the PS base stations go on air. The information is saved for later use. However,
if there are other nearby PS base stations on air, the LSA controller first waits
for a communication break. Then it blocks the nearby base stations temporar-
ily before accessing the sensed information. Moreover, the sensing can happen
periodically during communication breaks. The periodical sensing is used to ver-
ify that the channel is still available. The time period should be agreed in the
sharing arrangements.

7 Conclusion

We introduced a sensing method for PS to complement LSA spectrum informa-
tion. This is done by determining reliable detection distances per sensor and by
utilizing them according to the agreed sharing arrangements. A natural exten-
sion to this work is therefore to plan the required sensing network for more
specific environments. The detection distances have to be further estimated for
the specific sensors and for the specific incumbents.

Our scenario had a hidden assumption of simple and coarse detectors. It
is also possible to consider more sophisticated sensing methods, such as power
of arrival and angle of arrival techniques. These can be used for locating the
detected incumbent users with a high accuracy. Then, the spectrum use could

2 Moreover, with more detectors, false detections itself can be detected if multiple
sensors give contradictory results.
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be similarly allowed given that the detected incumbents can be located to be
further than their reuse distance.
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